
PINTEREST SEO: 
OPTIMISING YOUR 
PINS FOR MAXIMUM 
VISIBILITY Hop On The Pinterest Train!



Are you ready to make your Pinterest marketing game kick a**? In this blog post, we’ll 
explore the ins and outs of Pinterest SEO and how you can optimise your pins to reach 
a wider audience and increase engagement. Let’s get it!

WELCOME TO THE EPIC WORLD  
OF PINTEREST SEO, WHERE THE 
RIGHT STRATEGIES CAN BOOST  
THE VISIBILITY OF YOUR PINS AND  
DRIVE TRAFFIC TO YOUR WEBSITE!

UNDERSTANDING PINTEREST SEO:
Pinterest isn’t just your average social media platform; it’s a powerhouse search engine boasting over 
400 million active users monthly. With such a vast audience at your fingertips, it’s time to harness the 
power of Pinterest SEO to stand out amidst the noise.

https://www.pinterest.nz/
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CRUCIAL ELEMENTS OF PINTEREST SEO:
Savvy Keyword Research: Just like traditional SEO, mastering keyword research is paramount.  
Identify those juicy keywords relevant to your niche and seamlessly weave them into your pin  
descriptions, titles, and even board names.

Crafty Pin Descriptions: Craft detailed and keyword-rich descriptions for your pins, aiming  
for that sweet spot of 200-300 characters. It’s all about providing enough context for Pinterest’s  
algorithm to work its magic.
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Eye-Popping Visuals: Elevate your pin game with high-quality, visually arresting images or  
videos. Clear, captivating visuals are key to grabbing users’ attention and enticing them to  
engage with your content.
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Board Optimisation: Get strategic with board organisation and opt for keyword-rich titles  
and descriptions. Effective categorisation will enhance the discoverability of your pins and  
drive more traffic your way.

https://likeablelab.com/services/photography/
https://likeablelab.com/services/videography/


FINAL THOUGHTS
Pinterest SEO presents an unparalleled opportunity for businesses to amplify their online presence 
and drive traffic to their websites. By implementing the strategies outlined in this blog post, you’ll be 
primed to optimise your pins for search and expand your reach on Pinterest.

Incorporating Pinterest SEO into your digital marketing arsenal can yield remarkable results, driving 
traffic and engagement to your website and setting you apart in the competitive Pinterest landscape. 
So, let’s roll up our sleeves, implement these tactics, and watch your Pinterest presence do the rest!
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PERKS OF PINTEREST SEO:

Enhanced Visibility:  
Optimising your pins for SEO  
can catapult them to the top of 
Pinterest’s search results,  
resulting in more eyeballs and 
clicks on your content.

Drive Engagement:  
Pins that rank well in search  
are more likely to be saved and  
shared by users, leading to a  
surge in engagement and traffic  
to your website.
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Long-Term Results:  
Unlike fleeting social media  
posts, well-optimised pins have 
staying power, continuing to drive 
traffic and engagement over time 
and delivering sustained benefits 
for your business.
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PINTEREST SEO BEST PRACTICES

Keep your pins fresh and  
relevant by regularly updating 
and refreshing them.

Dive into your Pinterest  
Analytics to gain insights into  
your pin performance and  
make informed decisions.
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Stay ahead of the curve by  
staying abreast of Pinterest’s  
algorithm changes and adjusting 
your strategy accordingly.



We’re Pinterest experts so hit us up for a chat and we can chat through your options! 
Don’t forget, you can also download this blog to save it for later here.

DOWNLOAD ME!

STILL UNSURE 
OF HOW TO 
GET GOING?

https://likeablelab.com/services/social-media-marketing/pinterest-marketing-agency-nz/
https://likeablelab.com/contact/

